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Abstract

Online deal forums are public places where partici-
pants share with each other news and information regard-
ing “deals” such as sales promotion events by online stores.
The large number of messages in the forums and their in-
herent uncertainty make it difficult for even seasoned users
to identify usefuldealinformation from the forums. We de-
velop an intelligent deal alert service which assists ordinary
Web surfers to find useful deals by mining online deal fo-
rums. It periodically crawls relevant deal forums to collect
fresh message posts and responses, and evaluate them using
a form of probabilistic text classification. Users may be no-
tified of new, “potentially” useful deal messages via emails
or they may browse them using their favorite Web browser.
We train and evaluate the service using deal posts and re-
sponses collected from actual deal forums in the Web. The
preliminary evaluation results show that the service is quite
effective in reducing the time to find useful deals.

1. Introduction

“A needle in the haystack” is the phrase that often occurs
to us when it comes to information search on the Web. To-
day’s leading search engines usually inundate us with re-
sults, leaving us the job of sifting them to find what we
really look for. However, there are many cases where this
search-and-dump approach may not be good enough. Web
forums are one of them.

Web forums are public places in the Web where partici-
pants with common special interests meet, discuss and share
information. For example, an automania may post a mes-
sage discussing the off-road performance of an SUV in an
automobile forum and initiate a discussion thread, drawing
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responses from other fellow participants. A response typi-
cally contains the author’s evaluation of the original post.

Information in such forums not only interests their active
participants, but it is useful to other routine Web users (for
example, one who has just started shopping for an SUV).
The only caveat is that users have to visit these forums and
painstakingly comb through the message threads there. Or-
dinary Web surfers are less likely to do so. Search engines
won’t help much as blindly searching online forums based
on words and phrases does not have sufficient discriminat-
ing power to turn up useful messages buried deep inside dis-
cussion threads.

What is worse is that not all messages are useful. Since
online forums have specific topics, it would look natural at
a glance to assume that almost all posts are informative and
useful to interested readers. Surprisingly, quite a few posts
are not relevant at all. For example, in one forum that we
examined, more than 40% of the posts were not useful at
all. In some cases, authors uploaded messages onto wrong
forums (possibly, by mistake). In other cases, authors pro-
vided a piece of information to which a majority of other re-
spondents did not agree. Furthermore, a message being use-
ful is a highly subjective notion; messages useful to some
are not to others.

These difficulties warrant development of an intelligent
service which automatically sifts through message posts
and alerts users with a list of potentially useful messages
as they become available. We envision that any such ser-
vice (or agent) should do the following in one form or an-
other:

• Visit online forums sufficiently frequently and harvest
new message posts in a timely fashion.

• Evaluate collected messages for their usefulness and
present a user a list of potentially useful ones. The eval-
uation may be guided by the user’s preferences.

• Use the user’s feedback to adaptively adjust the mes-
sage evaluation parameters.

• Allow personalization and customization.



This paper reports our experience with implementing the
service on deal information forums. The forums, which dis-
cuss “hot deals” in the Web, such as sales promotions by on-
line stores, have been chosen for two reasons: one, they are
galore, and two, responses found there are well structured
and amenable to automated analysis as we explain in the
following section. The implementation is based on text clas-
sification and machine learning, and has adopted an online
learning strategy. Message posts and responses have been
collected over a period of time, and used to train the ser-
vice as well as to evaluate it for its performance.

Related WorkApplying machine learning techniques to au-
tomated text classification has been extensively studied, for
example, in threading email [10], in classifying email into
folders [6, 14], in identifying interesting news articles [9],
and in developing anti-spam filters [20, 16, 19]. Among
these applications, some anti-spam filters (e.g., [16, 19])
share a few properties with our deal finder. For example,
they all try to solve a binary text classification problem and
are designed to filter out unwanted information for human
users.

Particularly related to our work is classifying reviews
based on imbued sentiment. The task is to examine a review
and identify its sentiment (or,tone) as positive or negative,
regardless of its topic (i.e.,non-topic based). Turney [22]
hypothesized that adjectives and adverbs reflect the tone of
a review. Two-word phrases which have either an adjective
or an adverb as one of the two words were extracted from a
review, and semantic orientation was calculated for each of
them. The review was labeled positive or negative according
to the overall cumulative score. Pang et al. [13] applied su-
pervised machine learning techniques to the task of binary
classification of movie reviews. However, the text classifi-
cation based on machine learning has never been applied to
mining forums for messages where sentiment in responses
may change abruptly as time passes (e.g., expiration of a
deal), to the best of our knowledge.

Overview We begin the rest of the paper with analysis of
unique characteristics of responses in the deal information
forums. The results of the analysis helped us develop ef-
fective response evaluation strategies. Section 3 gives an
overview of probabilistic text classification employing ma-
chine learning techniques that underpins the implementa-
tion of the service. Implementation details of the service
are presented in Section 4, which is followed by discussion
of the performance evaluation methodology and evaluation
results in Section 6. We conclude the paper with the brief
summary and the future work in Section 7.

2. Automated Mining of Online Deal Forums

Online stores have sales promotion events from time
to time. They release coupon codes for discount or pro-

vide mail-in rebates for selected items. Various affiliate pro-
grams disseminate such information across deal informa-
tion Web sites (e.g., Ben’s Bargain Center [2]) and online
forums (e.g., AnandTech’s Hot Deals Forum [1]). We aim
to mine these forums for useful deals.

At first glance, the online deal forums appear formidable
to mine. Fortunately, they have a few characteristic features
which make them amenable to automated analysis. First,
even though each has a different look-and-feel, these Web
sites are mostly homogeneous content-wise. A typical mes-
sage post for a “deal” contains a price, a link to the on-
line store, coupon codes and/or rebates; these deal messages
usually appear asmessage posts. Regular visitors to the fo-
rums often leaveresponsesbehind, which grow into dis-
cussionthreadsover time. A response usually contains the
writer’s opinion on a post.

More importantly, responses can be labeled with
one of four types, namely, agreement/disagreement to a
post/response, with a few exceptions1. Message posts in
the online deal forums sometimes contain verifiable in-
formation. For example, a post with incorrect informa-
tion usually attracts far more disagreement responses
than agreement ones. Some deal posts have their valid-
ity change over time. A post announcing a sales promotion
event usually attracts positive responses until the event ex-
pires. Even before the expiration date, when the store runs
out of stock on the sale item, complaints that the post is out-
dated or inaccurate start trickling in. In addition, anecdo-
tal properties2 pertinent to responses may be exploited to
quickly identify the type of a response. For example, agree-
ment messages are usually short; by contrast, disagreement
messages tend to be longer as most of them carry argu-
ment(s) for disagreement as well.

Nonetheless, automated reasoning about the validity and
usefulness of a deal post is by no means easy. First, the ser-
vice must deduce the related information from the textual
content of a message, possibly with some cross checking.
This inevitably calls for a form of natural language pro-
cessing. In order to analyze a deal post, the post and its re-
sponses must be accessible to the service. To this end, a
crawler needs to periodically visit online forums and down-
load messages. A related practical problem is that well es-
tablished online deal forums have a large user base which
collectively produces a large set of messages. What that im-
plies is that a crawler should be scalable and efficient to
guarantee timely analysis while it should judiciously con-
trol the frequency of its trip to each site so as not to over-
whelm the site.

1 Invalid off-topic responses do appear in a discussion thread, although
only occasionally.

2 We observed them while we analyzed responses posted in the online
deal forums.



The service we develop uses text classification with ma-
chine learning at the core of its deduction engine, which
we describe in the following section. The discussion on the
crawler implementation is dealt in Section 4.

3. Text Classification with Machine Learning

We resort to probabilistic text classification with online
learning to analyze deal posts and responses. A separate de-
cision maker summarizes output predictions and provides
customized suggestions based on user profiles.

3.1. Text Classification

At the minimum, text classification involves analyzing a
text input and assigning it a predefined category. Spam fil-
ters (e.g., refer to [19]) and news clipping services (e.g.,
[16]) are two instances of well known text classifiers.

To guarantee some degree of resilience against unseen
texts, text classifiers often borrow techniques from the field
of machine learning [12]. The techniques generally offer
online adaptability to new input data while keeping devel-
opment costs in check. For example, in supervised learn-
ing settings, input data to train a text classifier with are la-
beled explicitly and “useful” features are extracted. Then,
each data item is represented as a vector in the vector space
of the extracted features, and various learning algorithms
are applied to the items to train the classifier. In the deal
alert service we develop, we use the SNoW machine learn-
ing architecture to implement the text classifier.

3.2. The SNoW Machine Learning Architec-
ture [17, 5]

SNoW is a multi-class classifier designed specifically for
large-scale learning tasks. Target classes are learned as lin-
ear functions over a common feature space, and are repre-
sented as a sparse network of the functions. SNoW has sev-
eral properties which make it an ideal classifier for mes-
sages in online deal forums. Among them isfeature effi-
ciencywhich SNoW inherits from Winnow [11]; Winnow
has been shown quite effective in such domains as text pro-
cessing where feature space is usually very large, but exam-
ples have only a few active features of which a small subset
is relevant to a target class. Equally important is SNoW be-
ing a memoryless online architecture. When a new example
is presented, SNoW can be trained with only the new ex-
ample and does not require the past examples it was trained
with. Being memoryless is a necessary condition for a clas-
sifier to be trulyadaptiveand online. Evaluating a deal mes-
sage for its validity and usefulness is inherently probabilis-
tic as a classifier has to operate in an uncertain informa-
tion domain. Thus, it is desirable for a classifier to report its

classification decision as well as a confidence level associ-
ated with the decision. SNoW can be configured to generate
both outputs.

3.3. Probabilistic Classification

Many applications use SNoW as a “regular” classifier
which, at the end of execution, spits only the final judg-
ment using a “the-winner-takes-it-all” strategy. Instead, we
opt for probabilistic classificationand let the classifier re-
turn a confidence value along with the final judgment.

Given a feature vectorx, SNoW learns a weight vec-
tor w of the same length for a target class. Theraw activa-
tion valueof x is w·x where· is the inner product opera-
tor. We define the posterior (or,confidence) of a judgment
for an example, as a function over the set of raw activation
values of target classes. Specifically, we compute the pos-
terior pi of a classi assoftmax [4] of i’s raw activation
value. Letacti be the classi’s raw activation value. Then,

pi = softmax(acti) =
eacti∑n

j=1 eactj

wheren is the the number of target classes.
In the following section we describe the implementation

of the deal alert service in great detail. We deliberately keep
the discussion general because the overall system design as
well as many of the component services can be adapted to
other similar Web services.

4. Implementation

The implementation of the service has a modular archi-
tecture. The modular design allows the component services
to execute concurrently. In particular, all the component ser-
vices are loosely-coupled around a shared database. Fig-
ure 1 shows the interaction among the component services.

4.1. Database

The database serves as a shared repository; the
other component services interact with each other us-
ing the database. We use MySQL to implement the
database which is accessed by other services through
ODBC/JDBC. Seven public tables are defined to fa-
cilitate interaction among the component services (Ta-
ble 1).

4.2. Crawler

The primary services that Crawler provides are to down-
load Web pages from online deal forums and to extract spe-
cific fields from the pages. In doing so, it should avoid re-
dundant crawling as much as possible. The crawling ser-
vice is composed offorum, threadandpostcrawlers. Each
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Figure 1. Information flow among the com-
ponent services: 1. Download posts and re-
sponses from online forums. 2. Extract fea-
tures from messages to classifiers. 3. An-
alyze posts and responses individually. 4.
Combine results from classifiers to make
the final decision on a post. 5. Present ana-
lyzed information to users. 6. Collect users’
feedback. 7. Examine system judgment and
users’ feedback. 8. Fine-tune classifiers.

crawler has a downloader which fetches HTML pages from
Web forums and a parser which parses the pages and ex-
tracts relevant information.

The forum crawler identifies newly added and updated
threads in a forum since its last visit, and imports them
into theThreads table (see Table 1) as fresh threads, in-
dicating that they need to be further crawled. The thread
crawler looks for newly added/updated messages for each
thread listed in theThreads table and marks those that re-
quire downloading in thePosts table. The post crawler
looks up thePosts table and downloads individual deal
messages and responses. The first two crawlers store only
the most recent downloaded document. Unlike its siblings,
the post crawler keeps all the past downloads of deal posts
and responses, since messages may get modified after be-
ing posted. These crawlers mostly work independently and
concurrently with each other; when necessary, they commu-
nicate through the database tables, albeit occasionally.

4.3. Classifiers

Our deal alert service usestopic and sentimentclassi-
fiers. The former classifies posts intouseful anduseless

classes and the latter classifies responses intoagree and
disagree classes. How the classifiers do their feature ex-
traction and classification is further discussed in Section 5.

Name Content Description
Forums information related to the target online forums

(forum URLs, update rates, required crawlers).
Threads properties of downloaded threads (number of

replies, the last update time, originators).
Posts individual posts (original posts, following

responses). Multiple records for a post may
exist when its content is changed.

Evaluation the predictions generated by the classifiers and
judgment by the decision maker.

Feedback users’ feedback on system judgment. Used
to train and fine-tune the classifiers.

Classifiers specific parameters for classifiers. May be
modified to alter the classifiers’ behaviors.

Users the profiles of registered users. May be
modified to customize the Web service.

Table 1. Database tables for data exchange.

4.4. Decision Maker

The decision making process consists of opinion pool-
ing followed by final judgment. In the opinion pooling, a
consensus class distribution of all the responses in a discus-
sion thread is sought. We useLinOp , a linear combination
of empirical probability distributions [8] (in our case, esti-
mated probabilities from the sentiment classifier), to aggre-
gate opinions. Then, the aggregated opinion is combined
with outputs from the topic classifier to produce the final
judgment. The output probabilities from the topic classifier
and the opinion pooling process are assumed to be indepen-
dent, and the normalized product of the two values is re-
turned as the final confidence.

4.5. User Interface

The User Interface service serves dual purposes – dis-
playing evaluation results generated by the Decision Maker
service and collecting users’ feedback on the results. We use
PHP to implement the service in two active pages, one for
each task. Porting to other platforms, such as JSP and ASP,
is straightforward as long as ODBC is supported.

4.6. Adaptive Trainer

A salient feature of our service is its ability to continu-
ously adjust the evaluation parameters as users’ feedback
comes in, without causing any disruption to the service.
The choice of SNoW as the learning algorithm has enabled
this dynamic online adaptation. SNoW uses linear functions
over a feature space as classifiers. The use of linear func-
tions allows us to represent classifiers as a set of weight val-
ues, which are updated according to users’ feedback using
simple multiplication by a predefined consant.



Note that user feedback should be used differently in
training the topic classifier and in training the sentiment
classifier. Since the feedback is given for a thread as a whole
and for a deal post in particular, we regard it as a reliable re-
sponse to the post. By contrast, responses do not get any
feedback. Currently, we use feedback to a post to reinforce
its responses if it is positive one. We naturally expect most
responses to a truly useful post would be “agree” messages.
Although this assumption sounds too simple-minded, the
reinforcement has been quite effective in our experiments.

5. Message Classification and Feature Extrac-
tion

5.1. Topic Classifier

Evaluating deal messages for their potential usefulness
to a user and classifying them accordingly amount to a tradi-
tional binary topic classification. We have built a topic clas-
sifier which uses a technique akin to one commonly found
in machine learning-based spam filters to categorize deal
messages into two classes,usefulanduseless.

Obviously, judging the potential usefulness of a post by
just looking at the content increases chances of producing
incorrect results even for a domain expert. Consulting other
reliable information sources is a prudent way to improve the
odds for correct classification. Consider a post claiming that
a $350 Sony digital camcorder is a deal. A conscious user
would visit, for example, DealTime [7] or PriceScan [15])
and cross-check the claim to get more confident on her judg-
ment.

The reliability, however, does not come for free. Per-
forming cross-checking in an automated deal alert service
requires more elaborated text processing (e.g., information
extraction [18]) and additional semantic analysis. Without
them, it is virtually impossible to distinguish, for example,
the regular product price from the other numeric values in
a message. (We believe the development of the semantic
Web [3] should help in this regard.)

Another, somewhat doable, strategy is to get help from
domain experts – those who participate in online deal fo-
rums and leave opinions on deal posts – by reading follow-
up responses to the post. We incorporate this strategy into
our service by building asentiment classifierwhich ana-
lyzes responses to deal posts.

5.2. Sentiment Classifier

The sentiment classifier concentrates on deducing the re-
spondent’s opinion imbued in her response:agreeor dis-
agree. The finer the resolution gets, the more information
the classifier provides, but only with increasing difficulty to
implement. In principle, the topic and sentiment classifiers

share the same implementation methodology. However, the
sentiment classifier is more difficult to develop because it
should be able to catch subtle emotional differences from
response statements which are, in most instances, short and
broken.

5.3. Feature Extraction and Training

A message in an online forum (either a post or a re-
sponse) has a unique set of fields.Title , author ,
posting time , and messagebody are among them. In-
formation useful to train classifiers is buried in the fields; it
is discovered from the fields in the form offeaturesto train
the topic and sentiment classifiers. To facilitate feature ex-
traction, words in thetitle and body fields are tagged
with their corresponding part-of-speech and the mes-
sage content is preprocessed into a sentence list.

The amount of information harvested from a field varies,
depending on the field’s data size. For example, thetitle

field usually contains a single line composed of only a few
words. Thus, we extract trigrams, bigrams, and unigrams of
the words and their part-of-speech tags as features. Because
the author field consists of a word or two, it is used as a
feature as a whole. For thebody field whose size ranges
from one to several sentences, we use bigrams and uni-
grams and part-of-speech tags as features, but not trigrams.
An interesting observation we have made in developing the
deal alert service is that deal message posts often have a
URL pointing to an online store where the item can be pur-
chased. Therefore, we extract whether a message body has
URL links as a binary feature, and the corresponding word
lists that the URL links demarcate as additional features.

In addition to the above contextual features, we have
found that anecdotal “popularity” can be exploited. In gen-
eral, a useful post draws attention from readers and attracts
some responses for some time (e.g., until the deal expires),
though no clear correlation can be found between the num-
ber of responses and usefulness (Figure 2). However, if a
message thread keeps attracting attention, it is highly likely
that it is an off-topic thread, such as FAQ and administra-
tive information. Based on this observation, the number of
responses is also considered as a feature in training the topic
classifier.

In training the sentiment classifier, we use the almost
same set of fields to extract features from with a couple of
exceptions. First, features from thetitle field are ignored
since the messages in a thread have the same title. Second,
whether a response has a URL link is ignored, too.
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6. Evaluation

6.1. Methodology

We collected messages from AnandTech’s Hot Deals Fo-
rum [1] from December 14, 2003 to March 31, 2004 to
evaluate our deal alert service. We manually labeled 1220
threads based on deal posts and their responses. A thread
was labeled positive when its anchor message provided use-
ful deal information; otherwise, it was labeled negative. Of
the 1220 threads, 733 were positive and the rest negative.

The threads were arbitrarily grouped into five sets of an
equal size. We conducted experiments by using four sets for
training and the remaining one for evaluation. Note that a
thread consists of a single anchor post and several trailing
responses. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that the label of
a thread is the same as that of its anchor post. We used the
thread labels in training the topic classifier.

However, the number of responses was too large to man-
ually examine each response and annotate it with itstone.
Therefore, we assumed the label of a response in a thread
was the same as that of the thread. Although the assump-
tion was inherently noisy, we expected most of the training
examples would be labeled correctly using this strategy and
the overall classification performance be still acceptable.

6.2. Performance Metric

The most common metric to use to evaluate a classi-
fier for performance isaccuracyor 0/1 loss. Only when a
classifier makes a mistake, it is penalized by 1. Thus, the
smaller the total score is, the better a classifier is. Although
very simple, the 0/1 loss metric fails to present an accu-
rate picture of a classifier’s performance for deal messages.
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For example, the metric may fool us very easily when an
imbalanced data set is given for testing. A detection de-
vice achieves 99% accuracy by always predicting that an in-
stance is negative when a test set contains only 1% of pos-
itive instances. It also becomes less reliable when the costs
of making false positive and false negative predictions are
not equal. A user who wants to find as many good deals as
possible is ready to accept some false positives, but would
be upset with any false negatives. For these reasons, we de-
cided to use thereceiver operating characteristic(ROC)
analysis [21, 23] which has become popular for its robust-
ness in measuring performance of a binary classifier.

The ROC analysis represents the trade-off between the
true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) rates of a classi-
fier. The TP rate is the number of positive predictions made
divided by the total number of positive instances given. The
FP rate is the number of positive predictions made divided
by the total number of negative instances given.

In our evaluation, we categorize messages according to
a cutoff threshold; a message is labeled positive if the esti-
mated probability is greater than the threshold. When a use-
ful thread is classified as positive using the message classifi-
cation, it is TP. If a thread is incorrectly labeled positive, it is
FP. Consequently, a different threshold will result in a dif-
ferent pair of TP and FP rates (or an operating point). An
ROC curve plots these operating points on a 2-D space.

6.3. Evaluation Results

Figure 3 shows ROC curves of the topic and sentiment
classifiers and the Decision Maker. Notice that the curves
overlap. The overlap indicates that there is no definite win-
ner among the three. However, we observe that the sen-
timent classifier is slightly better than the topic classifier.



Classifier Recall Precision F1

Topic classifier 0.959 0.746 0.839
Sentiment classifier 0.954 0.755 0.843
Decision Maker 0.943 0.795 0.863

Table 2. Recall, Precision and F 1; thresholds
are selected to maximize F 1’s

Also, the Decision Maker performs better in most of the re-
gion as it combines the results of the two classifiers.

Table 2 summarizesRecallandPrecisionvalues of the
three, which are standard evaluation metrics in the informa-
tion retrieval community.Recallis the number of true posi-
tives divided by the number of true positives and false neg-
atives, andPrecisionis the number of true positives divided
by the number of all positives predicted by a classifier. F1 is
the harmonic mean of recall and precision values; it is gen-
erally accepted that having greater F1 corresponds to bet-
ter quality. We again observe the same result that the sen-
timent classifier is slightly better than the topic classifier
and the Decision Maker performs best, although the differ-
ences are not that significant. The preliminary experimen-
tal results are encouraging as they show the feasibility of
our approach.

7. Conclusion

An intelligent Web service which mines online deal fo-
rums and notifies users of potentially useful deal messages
is presented. The service employs binary text classifica-
tion based on adaptive online machine learning to label
text messagesuseful andnot useful . We observed in
the preliminary experimental results that the service re-
duced the deal message lookup time for ordinary users con-
siderably. Three avenues for further improvement are be-
ing pursued. First, we are exploring ways to incorporate
more advanced text classification schemes into the classi-
fiers and the decision maker. It will lead to development of
a scheme which uses limited user feedback more effectively.
Ingenious heuristics to unearth and exploit domain-specific
knowledge will be developed through collection, observa-
tion and analysis of actual deal post messages. Lastly, a
user-friendly interface to gather more detailed user feed-
back would help refine personalization of the service.
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